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persistent free radicals in indoor
particulate matter, dust, and on surfaces†

A. Filippi,a R. Sheu, bc T. Berkemeier, a U. Pöschl, a H. Tong *ad

and D. R. Gentner *abe
Environmental signicance

EPFR have been proposed as an indicator of outdoor PM toxicity but have
not been examined indoors despite humans spending 90% of their time
inside. Given that EPFR are long-lived, it is valuable to understand both
their indoor airborne abundances and their accumulation on surfaces and
in dust. Our observations of EPFR in indoor PM, surface, and total settled
dust samples are directly relevant for human health, but EPFR may also
inuence indoor multiphase chemistry, especially given the lower
concentrations of gas-phase radicals. The results demonstrate a diversity
of EPFR reservoirs with varied composition and reactivity that warrant
comparative studies across indoor environments, including locations with
higher outdoor PM that could increase the penetration and accumulation
of deposited outdoor EPFR.
Environmentally persistent free radicals (EPFR) are an emerging class

of constituents in particulate matter (PM). They are relatively stable

with lifetimes of days to years in the condensed phase, influence PM

toxicity, and are involved in reactive oxygen species (ROS) generation

and multiphase chemistry. The abundance of EPFR has been investi-

gated in laboratory studies and outdoor locations globally, but their

prevalence indoors was previously unstudied. In a case study home,

EPFR were present at similar concentrations in indoor and outdoor

PM, at 2.3 � 2.8 � 1012 and 3.6 � 3.1 � 1012 spins m�3, respectively.

Indoor EPFR were observed at varying concentrations in airborne PM,

dust, and surface samples, with the most concentrated surface load-

ings observed on windows. Overall, dust and indoor surfaces were

estimated to be larger contributors to total in-home EPFR concen-

trations than PM. For comparison, combined estimates of total EPFR

concentrations in indoor PM, dust, and on surfaces are similar to the

range of typical indoor ozone concentrations. Due to the reactive

nature of EPFR, they potentially undergo rapid cycling and may

represent reservoirs of reactivity in these multiphase systems that

influence the surface and multiphase chemistry of indoor environ-

ments. Here, the exposure of EPFR collected from some surfaces to

nitrogen dioxide or ozone was shown to alter EPFR abundances and

composition. In all, these results support further investigations of EPFR

abundance, composition, and reactivity on indoor surfaces, including

in accumulated organic coatings and dust.
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Introduction

With people spending �90% of their time in enclosed spaces,1

indoor multiphase chemistry is a key consideration for human
health.2 The indoor environment has an abundance of surfaces
and other reservoirs for condensed and aqueous phase chem-
istry with greater total organic loadings than outdoors, thus
playing a larger role in physical–chemical processes and human
exposure.2–6 Films comprised of organic and inorganic
compounds accumulate indoors on airborne particles, surfaces,
and dust, including in air handling systems (e.g. ducts, lters).
They include primary and secondary organic compounds, soot,
and metals that originate from a mix of outdoor and indoor
sources.3,7,8

These accumulated lms represent a major part of indoor
multiphase systems. Chemistry at aerosol surfaces is known to
be important, but other surfaces in the built environment are
relatively less studied. However, surfaces are known to be off-
gassing sources as well as sinks for the deposition of aerosols
and gases.3,9,10 Examples include multiphase processes impor-
tant to urban HONO chemistry11,12 and reactive surfaces in
rooms or air handling systems (e.g. lters) that are sources of
oxidized species (e.g. carbonyls).11,13–15
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Organic and aqueous surface layers represent potential
reservoirs for radicals that initiate and propagate multiphase
chemistry.16 Organic oxidation chemistry oen regenerates
oxidative radicals (e.g. HOx) and this process could play a larger
role in indoor oxidant budgets considering the relative lack of
photochemistry.17,18 A subset of oxidized organic compounds
generated as byproducts of oxidation (i.e. reactive oxygen
intermediates (ROI)) have been shown to survive in aerosols as
environmentally persistent free radicals (EPFR).19–24 For
example, they have been observed in layers of polycyclic
aromatic compounds (i.e. PAHs) exposed to oxidants, as well as
in combustion-related emissions (e.g. soot, cigarette smoke)
and ambient PM.19,25,26 The long lifetimes of EPFR (�days–years)
make them able to retain and transport chemistry-propagating
radicals beyond their initial formation.17,20 This presents
concerns for human health through inhalation and associated
oxidative stress,27,28 but also indicates their function as reser-
voirs of reactivity in the atmosphere.29–32 Their formation is
highly dependent on oxidation conditions, metal content, and
precursor types.33,34 EPFR previously identied in outdoor
samples include oxygen- and carbon-centered organic radicals
(e.g. CnHmOp

�
; cCnHmOp),29,35,36 but, the molecular identities of

the oxidized organics linked to ambient EPFR are largely
unknown, with the exception of quinones, semi-quinones and
organic peroxides.20,37,38

Radical transport via EPFR and EPFR-converted reactive
oxygen/nitrogen species (ROS/RNS) has been shown to be
important for in-lung chemistry and climate-related cloud
chemistry.21,29–32,39–41 While their importance as reservoirs of
relatively stable, oxidation-initiating compounds may translate
to indoor environments via airborne PM, on surfaces, and in
dust, where they can accumulate over time, the abundance of
EPFR indoors is largely unknown. Here, we present an explor-
atory investigation of the presence and potential implications of
EPFR in suspended PM, dust, and on surfaces within a resi-
dence. Specically, we (a) collected 20 long duration indoor PM
samples over 2 months in fall 2019 with concurrent outdoor
samples from a background site and examined their EPFR
abundances via electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy
(EPR); (b) compared airborne PM samples to both surface swabs
and dust samples from the same home; (c) exposed a subset of
samples to ppb-level ozone (O3) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
concentrations to evaluate EPFR reactivity; and (d) estimated
the relative contributions of indoor EPFR to both PM and total
in-home reactive species to contextualize their importance for
indoor multiphase chemistry.

Methods

To examine the airborne PM that can accumulate on indoor
surfaces, total suspended particles were actively collected at �1
m3 h�1 onto PTFE lters (Pall Corp.) in PFA lter holders
(Savillex Corp.) during Sept.–Nov. 2019 at two locations in
Mainz, Germany: in an apartment and also outdoors at an
established EPFR measurement site on the roof of the Max
Planck Institute for Chemistry (49�59028.600N 8�13045.400E; see
prior work29 for additional details on the outdoor site). PM
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
collection was done in parallel at both sites with sampling times
ranging 1–7 days with some variations in human occupancy
(Tables S1, S2 and Fig. S1†). For comparison, we collected
indoor surface swabs as well as total settled dust samples from
the same apartment at the completion of the campaign (Table
S3†). The total house dust samples were physically collected
from under furniture without any solvent, pretreatment, or
sieving, and was used (along with the surface swabs) as time-
integrated samples of deposited analytes from indoor air,
similar to prior work.42,43 To maintain consistency with the
established EPR analytical methods for PM used in this and
prior work29 and to reduce EPR artifacts from other sampling
materials (e.g. quartz, cellulose), surfaces were swabbed with
a PTFE lter to determine the relative composition of the
accessible surface lm and any settled PM/dust (i.e. EPFR
concentration per sampledmass; EPFR spins mg�1). To facilitate
collection of the deposited organic lms, the lters/surfaces
were slightly wetted with acetone immediately prior to
sampling, and the impact of acetone wetting on EPFR abun-
dances and composition was separately shown to be negligible
in methods testing with dust. See ESI† for more detailed
descriptions of the indoor site and additional details on sample
collection methods.

A Bruker EMXplus X-Band EPR spectrometer was used for all
sample analysis, with instrument congurations and lter
sample handling/processing following prior work and detailed
in the ESI.†29 To obtain consistent lattice conditions and
prevent humidity-induced spin-lattice relaxation, lters were
dried for 1+ hours in high purity N2 gas, which has no negative
impact on EPFR recovery.44 All samples in lters were inserted
into the EPR spectrometer (without solvent extraction) in 2 mm
ID quartz tubes, which were continuously ushed with N2 at <
0.05 slpm. Quantication of EPFR spins used double integra-
tion of baseline corrected spectra, via Bruker Xenon soware
following established methods.29 The supplemental experi-
ments with exposure of samples to 50–350 ppb ozone or NO2

were performed online by owing each gas through the sample-
containing EPR tube (Fig. S3†) at concentrations set to examine
accelerated atmospheric aging over a shorter time period with
real-time measurements in the EPR.

Results and discussion
EPFR observed in indoor PM, dust, and surface samples

Indoor PM at the residential apartment contained 0.2–7.1 �
1011 spins mg�1 across samples (N¼ 19; 51 days total) (Fig. S4a†)
and had a similar range of volumetric EPFR concentrations (i.e.,
spins m�3) as the outdoor reference site (Fig. 1a), both of which
varied over 1–2 orders of magnitude during the 2 month
observation period (0.4–13.2 � 1012 spins m�3). While the sites
were not immediately co-located, indoor and outdoor EPFR
volumetric concentrations were oen similar in the time-
integrated samples (Fig. 1a) but were not always correlated (r
¼ 0.83) and lower concentrations were sometimes observed at
the indoor site (Fig. S1c†).

On average, inhabited periods had somewhat higher
indoor volumetric EFPR concentrations (2.7 � 1012 � 3.1 � 1012
Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2022, 2, 128–136 | 129
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Fig. 1 Concentrations of environmentally persistent free radicals
(EPFR) in a home apartment compared to outdoor air and other
locations. (a) Volumetric EPFR spin concentrations in total suspended
particulate matter (PM) inside an apartment collected in 2019
compared to an outdoor sampling site in Mainz, Germany during the
same time period. (b) Mass-normalized EPFR spin concentrations on
surfaces and in dust inside the apartment (Nbathroom walls ¼ 2; Ncabinet

tops ¼ 4; Ndust ¼ 2; Nfloor surfaces ¼ 2; Nwindows ¼ 2). (c) Comparison of
observed spin concentrations to prior outdoor studies on
PM.19,26,36,45–48,50,51 Error bars in panel a indicate standard deviations
based on measurement uncertainties; panel b's indicate the range of
observations within each sample type, and panel c's indicate the range
observed in each respective study.

130 | Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2022, 2, 128–136
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spins m�3) than largely uninhabited periods (9.7 � 1011 � 6.7�
1011 spinsm�3;N� 4; 19 days; p < 0.05) (Fig. S4b and Table S1†).
While there was a limited number of uninhabited samples and
considerable variance within each sample set, the results
suggest that occupancy may inuence EPFR concentrations.
This could occur via increased indoor activities (e.g. cooking,
cleaning) that may contribute to EPFR generation or resus-
pension, or through greater ventilation resulting in more
outdoor EPFR intrusion. However, variations in indoor activi-
ties during inhabited periods did not exhibit obvious changes in
EPFR concentrations over the multi-day timescales sampled
here (Table S1†). In all, the results indicate similar indoor and
outdoor EPFR concentrations, and that indoor airborne EPFR
may vary with outdoor PM penetration, ventilation conditions,
and/or indoor activities. Though further time-resolved samples
are warranted to constrain the contributions of these various
processes.

Surfaces, which comprise an outsize fraction of organic
loading in indoor environments,6 exhibited signicant EPFR
concentrations that varied between surface types (Fig. 1b). The
mass-specic EPFR concentrations (spins mg�1) on surfaces,
resulting from the combination of condensed lms and
deposited particulates, were greatest on windows (15 � 1010

spins mg�1) followed by oors (4.6 � 1010 spins mg�1), cabinet
tops (0.79 � 1010 spins mg�1), and tiled bathroom walls (0.19 �
1010 spins mg�1). The high concentrations on windows could be
inuenced by the increased photochemical EPFR production
via transmitted solar radiation, which is highest on/near
windows, and leads to greater rates of OH generation, photol-
ysis of photolabile compounds, and possible photosensitized
reactions.17,45–49

The total dust samples (i.e. loose dust under furniture)
analyzed separately also had substantial EPFR (2.0 � 1010 spins
mg�1). Given dust's prevalence in most indoor spaces and its
high surface-to-volume ratio, it can be an efficient condensa-
tional sink and accessible interface for multiphase processes.
While accumulated dust would have been incorporated with
horizontal surface samples (e.g. oors, cabinet tops), it would
have smaller contributions to vertical surfaces (e.g., windows,
walls). Settled PM (and condensed organics) will make contri-
butions to dust, but lower EPFR concentrations in dust vs. PM
(Fig. 1c) are likely inuenced by substantial contributions from
other dust components (e.g., skin akes, hair, fabric debris,
microplastics), which may dilute EPFR concentrations.

The EPFR concentrations measured in this study fall within
the range of outdoor PM2.5 EPFR observations in prior studies
(Fig. 1c). Specically, the outdoor PM results are similar to
previous summertime EPFR measurements in Mainz29 and are
comparable to spin concentrations found in Baton Rouge (US)20

and three different sites in eastern China.50 However, other
studies found considerably higher51–53 or lower54–56 concentra-
tions of EPFR in PM2.5. This highlights the variance in this new
class of pollutants in different environments, which may be
explained by different PM sources, chemistry, and/or PM2.5

concentrations.53,57,58 For example, the substantially elevated
EPFR spin concentrations observed on window surfaces are
most similar to the concentrations in outdoor and indoor PM in
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Mainz (Fig. 1c), which may indicate differences in composition
and chemistry compared to other surfaces and greater similarity
to outdoor PM due to photochemical aging.17,59
Electron paramagnetic resonance spectra reveal diverse and
reactive EPFR content

The various indoor samples showed signicant differences in
indoor EPFR composition based on their EPR spectra (Fig. 2a–
c), which indicates the occurrence of different carbonaceous
species with unpaired electrons. In all samples, we found
a single broad peak with a g-value of 2.002–2.004, which
corresponds to the frequently described EPFR signal oen
associated with combustion processes (type 1).20 Additionally,
on some surfaces (Fig. 2a) and to a smaller extent in dust
(Fig. 2c), we found a signal constituting a triplet with 1 : 2 : 1
Fig. 2 Examples of electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra of in
nitrogen dioxide. (a–c) EPR spectra of indoor surface (i.e. cabinet top), PM
and dashed lines indicate type 1–2 radicals obtained by peak-fitting the
radicals and type 1–2 radicals in indoor surface samples upon exposure
#3) (with t ¼ 0 occurring after being flushed with dry N2 gas prior to O
dependent on in-room reactant concentrations. The total spin abundan
volume. Examples of exposure experiments for other samples are show
samples in the text and ESI.†

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
intensity distribution (44 G splitting), centered around 2.0120
(type 2). Such a pattern may be explained by two equivalent
hydrogen atoms close to the unpaired electron and strong
inuences of heteroatoms potentially due to oxidation inducing
a signal shi in the magnetic eld possibly leading to an O-
centered radical.19,60,61 This type 2 species is less-commonly
described in the literature and the chemical structure may
signicantly differ compared to classical EPFR. In all, the
results demonstrate two prominent, distinct molecular types
with long-lived unpaired electrons on all indoor surfaces types,
but ratios of the two observed radicals varied substantially in
between surface types (see Fig. S2 and S5† for additional spectra
and Table S3† for quantitative breakdown of type 1 vs. 2 EPFR in
surface/dust samples).

We exposed a selection of samples to ozone or NO2 to eval-
uate EPFR evolution with typical reactive species (Fig. 2d, e, S6
door EPFR in PM, dust, and surfaces and their reactivity with ozone and
, and dust samples. Solid bold lines indicate the observed raw spectra,

raw spectra. (d and e) Changes in EPFR abundances for total observed
to (d) ozone (cabinet top; sample #1) and (e) NO2 (cabinet top; sample

3 or NO2 exposure), though real-world timescales will likely be longer
ces shown in (d and e) are without normalization for sample mass or
n in Fig. S6 and S7.† See notes on spectra fitting and these specific

Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2022, 2, 128–136 | 131
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Fig. 3 Potential EPFR contributions to indoor multiphase chemistry.
(a) Contributions of EPFR to indoor particle-phase reactive species,
shown with EPFR concentrations per unit volume of air compared to
that of ozone and NO2 dissolved in suspended PM (according to
Henry's law). (b) Distribution of total in-home EPFR based on estimates
of the typical prevalence of surfaces and dust indoors. (c) Comparison
of total in-home reactive species in both the gas- and condensed-
phase (per unit volume of air) for a range of indoor ozone and NO2

concentrations compared to total indoor EPFR estimates including
PM, surfaces, and dust. Note: the range presented for indoor EPFR in
panel c reflects the range shown in Fig. 1. See ESI† for details about the
ranges of air composition considered in panels a and c (0.2–39 ppbO3,
5–45 ppb NO2), as well as assumed room geometry, surface film
loadings, and dust prevalence used in this comparative example, which
vary across different indoor spaces and influence the in-home distri-
bution of EPFR.
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and S7†). While EPFR in some PM samples were less responsive,
both reactants induced an appreciable change in the EPR signal
of the tested surface samples with total EPFR concentrations
decreasing soon aer ozone exposure, and more slowly for NO2.
132 | Environ. Sci.: Atmos., 2022, 2, 128–136
Type 1 and 2 EPFR signals responded differently; type 1
increased in intensity, while type 2 decreased, further sup-
porting the observation of two distinct molecular EPFR types.

These observed changes may be attributed to the multiphase
chemistry of EPFR and their derivatives. For example, Borrow-
man et al.19 reported EPFR formation upon exposing PAH-
containing lms to ozone, which then decayed via radical–
radical recombination or interaction with ozone, and EPFR
quenching by ambient ozone was also recently suggested.62

While similar formation processes may explain the type 1 EPFR
increase (Fig. 2), the decay of type 2 EPFR suggests they are
sensitive to ozone exposure. Interestingly, EPFR found in
surface samples had signicantly higher g-values compared to
PM (Fig. S8†), which could be due to the prevalence of type 2
radicals and indicative of a higher degree of oxidation in the
surface's organic phase.63 Given the observed EPFR variations
between tested samples, these observations warrant further
studies with larger sample sizes on EPFR composition and fate,
including the intermediary products (e.g. ROI) resulting from
slow reactions in surface lms (e.g. aliphatic radicals or Criegee
intermediates resonance-stabilized by transition metals) and
the role of environmental conditions.
Conclusions and potential implications
of EPFR reservoirs for indoor
multiphase chemistry and air quality

The prominence of EPFR in this diverse range of surface, PM,
and dust samples from this case study home and their observed
and potential reactivity (Fig. 1 and 2) promotes the hypothesis
that they may impact indoor aqueous- and condensed-phase
systems, interact with other multiphase reactive species, and
could act as a reservoir of oxidation-propagating radicals in
indoor environments. Yet, the contributions of EPFR origi-
nating from indoor vs. outdoor sources, either directly-emitted
or chemically-produced, are uncertain across all sample types.
However, penetration of outdoor PM is one very likely source of
airborne indoor EPFR, and regions with higher outdoor PM will
likely lead to greater EPFR abundances in both airborne and
deposited PM indoors.2

To explore the relevance of EPFR for multiphase chemistry
indoors, we compared the concentrations measured in this
study with estimates for typical gas-phase reactive species. EPFR
concentrations within the condensed phase (i.e. EPFR per
condensed phase volume) were estimated to be higher than
those of O3 and NO2 (and thereby NO3) indoors based on their
solubility in aerosols or surface lms (Fig. 3a, shown per unit
volume of air), and thus may enable more radical reactions than
would be possible by the uptake of these reactive gases alone.

We can also use the survey of surface and dust samples to
estimate EPFR contributions across indoor reservoirs in order
to contextualize their potential relative importance, but note the
uncertainties associated with the limited sample sizes. As sus-
pended PM represents a small fraction of the condensed phase
within indoor environments,2 estimated EPFR contributions
from dust (36%) and surfaces (64%) far exceed contributions
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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from PM (Fig. 3b) when considering their observed EPFR
loadings and typical abundances in homes. However, the esti-
mated contributions in Fig. 3b are sensitive to dust/lm load-
ings and home characteristics, and do not include the less-
accessible internal reservoirs below surfaces or gas-phase
EPFR, the latter of which is expected to be relatively minimal.

We note that Fig. 3's comparisons between EPFR reservoirs
(and to other reactive species) are not intended to be repre-
sentative of human exposure or predictive of health outcomes
across exposure routes. For example, EPFR in PM, along with
metals, may still be important for in-lung ROS generation and
damage.31 Furthermore, dust presents an additional EPFR
inhalation route64 with dust resuspension resulting from occu-
pant motion, air handling systems, or vacuuming.65 Yet, the
large total in-home EPFR levels accumulated in dust (9.5� 10�3

mmol m�3) and on surfaces (1.7 � 10�2 mmol m�3) may have
additional implications for indoor multiphase chemistry,
including in unseen, less-accessible indoor spaces.

These EPFR may be rapidly cycling in interaction with certain
molecules (e.g. quinone-semiquinone-hydroquinone cycling).30

With lifetimes ranging days–years17,35 and possible production
from indoor ozone reactions, we hypothesize that EPFR could be
an appreciable source of condensed-phase radicals (Fig. 3a) and
reservoirs of reactivity indoors where the lack of photochemical
generation of radicals slows chemical oxidation. Additionally,
organic surface lms can uptake water during periods of higher
indoor relative humidity, which can lead to glass-to-liquid phase
transitions and signicant increases in condensed-phase reac-
tivity.66,67 Chemical reaction with water could also provide
a source of aqueous-phase ROS, including cOH,63 O2c

�, or H2O2,
when dissolved into aqueous systems (i.e. water-soluble redox
activity).30,35,36,40,68–70 Similarly, recent ndings have shown these
radicals could originate from stable oxidized organic species,26,30

or from EPFR,30,62 in ambient PM.
A comparison of the estimated sum of total in-home EPFR

across reservoirs to other indoor reactive species (e.g. O3, NO2;
Fig. 3c) suggests that indoor EPFR abundances may fall roughly
within the range of seasonally-varying indoor ozone concen-
trations, which lends support to the hypothesis that EPFR in the
condensed phase may contribute appreciably to the total radical
budget indoors and inuence indoor multiphase chemistry
(Fig. S9†). While the scope of this case study in one home was
intended to be an exploratory survey of EPFR across PM,
surfaces, and dust, the results support further consideration of
EPFR reservoirs in indoor chemistry studies and models. We
highlight several key areas for future exploration of these
hypotheses and associated questions.

� What are the identities, reactions, rate coefficients, fates,
and impacts of indoor EPFR; how do they vary among dust,
surfaces, and PM; and how do they compare to the abundance
of other oxidized non-EPFR organic compounds?

� How do indoor EPFR abundances vary as a function of
location and time of year, and what is the inuence of indoor
EPFR sources?

� Though PM and dust are potentially lower total contribu-
tors to EPFR than surface lms, how may the greater surface to
volume ratio of PM and dust inuence multiphase processes?
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
�Howmay EPFR participate in heterogeneous chemistry and
inuence equilibrium partitioning of oxidized gas-phase
organics across the volatile-semivolatile range?

� Could the aqueous-phase dissolution of ROS-generating
species contribute gas-phase radicals when produced in a small
liquid volume and actively partitioned into the gas-phase owing
to their Henry's Law coefficients of 10–1000 M atm�1?

�How do the effects of different indoor EPFR vary depending
on their degree of oxidation, surrounding substrates, and
associated transition metals, including variations between
outdoor vs. indoor EPFR and their metal content that could
inuence radical-related chemistry?

� How can in-home EPFR levels be reduced and is physical
cleaning via removal of dust and organic lms in accessible
areas an effective approach?

� A range of oxidant- (i.e. cOH, O3), UV-, ionization-, or
chemical-based approaches have recently been increasingly
considered for sanitation of indoor air and surfaces as mitiga-
tion measures for SARS-CoV-2 transmission. Given the
emerging research on the unintended consequences of indoor
air puriers or cleaning products,71–75 studies should consider
how an increase in the oxidative capacity of indoor air can
induce chemical transformations occurring on PM, dust, and
surfaces that may affect indoor EPFR levels and associated
multiphase indoor air chemistry.

Finally, while outdoor surfaces are comparatively-less preva-
lent, surface-bound EPFR may be relevant to outdoor multiphase
chemistry. Accordingly, integrating these budgets and con-
straining the frequency of interactions with other radicals may
help improve knowledge on condensed-phase radical reactions.

Data availability

The observed EPFR abundances (and associated sampling
details) and EPR spectra observed in all samples are included in
the ESI† tables and gures. Raw EPR spectra les can be
provided by the authors upon request.
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